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Introduction
The financial crisis and ensuing recession of 2007-2009 had a dramatic impact on virtually every financial
market. The particular challenges in the bond markets – including the sub-prime debt crisis and structured
product defaults – caused problems beyond the investment markets. Not-for-profit institutions who issue
debt were also impacted on the liability side of their balance sheet by the significant changes in the mark-tomarket value of interest rate swaps, resulting collateral posting requirements and the failure of the auction
rate debt market – all at a time when the operating performance for virtually every not-for-profit
organization strained under the pressure of the weak U.S. economy.
As if the dual struggles within the asset (operating / investment) and liability (debt) segments of the balance
sheet were not enough, third-parties such as auditors and the credit rating agencies ramped up their
requirements for transparency and liquidity within the investment program.
Highland’s advisory philosophy was founded on the principal that the investment program must complement
and support the overall organization, its mission, and its financial structure. As a result, we have always
considered the impact of our clients’ auditors and their ratings partners on the investment program and the
organization’s financial position. However, with rising scrutiny from the ratings agencies in particular coming
into 2010, Highland sent a team to New York to sit down with Moody’s to discuss many of the issues
impacting the investment program and Highland’s advice to our clients.
The full review of this visit can be found on our website (Moody’s January 2010 – www.highlandassoc.com/
insight/white-papers/ ) in a paper entitled “Highland Associates Report on the Investment Program in the
Ratings Process”. The paper covers topics such as the (then) new liquidity analysis worksheet, healthcare
industry outlook, tax-exempt debt market, portfolio governance and investment program structure.
We visited Moody’s again in April 2012 to discuss two particular topics – the initial use of liquid alternative
allocations within portfolios and the shift in governance structures to more delegation of authority to
outside advisors such as Highland.
Our most recent visit to Moody’s took place in April 2014 and included a review of the 2010 and 2012 topics
(liquidity worksheet, tax-exempt debt market, governance and program structure) along with an update on
Moody’s overall portfolio positioning evaluation. The following paper summarizes the key points from this
most recent visit.
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H IGHLAND ’ S
S OLUTION L IQUIDITY :
Highland now includes
the three-tier liquidity
breakdown for our
clients’ operating
portfolios (asset class
and total portfolio) in
our quarterly package.
This helps to keep the
members
of
g over nance at our
clients fully informed
of their current profile
and how any potential
changes to investment
m a n a g er s o r a s s et
classes might impact
this profile.
All
recommendations
include the impact of
changes to liquidity for
each of our client’s
unique objectives and
constraints – including
the five specific factors
outlined to the right.
Additionally, we are
available to help our
clients categorize
investments within the
worksheet to allow a
consistency of
reporting
of
allocations and
managers to Moody’s.
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Liquidity
This discussion centered around the current state of the liquidity worksheet
(with 2014 as the fifth year of its use), new findings or trends in the data, any
targets for each of the three liquidity tiers (monthly, less than annual, more
than annual), and how Moody’s uses the data in their overall evaluation
process.
•

Moody’s has seen a marked shift in the asset allocation of their rated
portfolio. The first set of worksheets in 2010 and 2011 showed very
high levels of cash and fixed income coming out of the financial /
market crisis and in the midst of a very challenging operating
environment.
Recent reporting has included more balanced
portfolios that reflect a more stable environment (for most
organizations).

•

The median level of monthly or better liquidity for the Moody’s rated
portfolio ranges from approximately 80% for Aa rated credits to
nearly 100% for A and Baa credits. It is important to note that this
evaluation includes not only the portfolio, but also the operating cash
held on the balance sheet. Actual portfolio liquidity would be lower
than the median listed above. Also, this evaluation is separate from
the self-liquidity reports required for organizations with demand debt
facilities.

•

There is no firm target for liquidity. The tolerance for differing levels
of liquidity within the tiers depends on an organization’s rating along
with a number of other factors:
o Swaps and potential collateral posting;
o Demand debt and self-liquidity programs;
o Defined benefit plans and funding status;
o Illiquid investments and future capital commitments; and
o Capital spending plans.

As a general rule, lower rated credits should be more liquid but even higher
rated credits may need more liquidity if a number of the factors above are
also impacting a given organization.
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Tax-Exempt Debt Market
This discussion centered around the current tax-exempt structures in the
market along with a discussion of federal and state-level questions
surrounding tax-exempt status for debt issuers.
•

Moody’s has not seen an increase in the risk of current issuing debt
structures (unlike the taxable markets which have shifted back in that
direction). Most structures are fixed rate structures with little, if any,
net new swap deals.

•

Private placement issues with banks and other institutions with an
internal portfolio have been fairly common but Moody’s believes this
will reach a saturation point and will likely slow.

•

The discussion surrounding tax-exempt status for debt issuers is
ongoing at both a federal and a state-level. Moody’s does not believe
that a change is a real possibility but it is a growing risk. Factors such
as states searching for additional sources for tax dollars along with
tax-exempt issuers issuing taxable debt (i.e. – Build America Bonds)
has led to questions surrounding the need for tax-exempt status.
Again, Moody’s does not see a change happening, but the continuing
discussion is somewhat of a risk long-term.
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H IGHLAND ’ S
S OLUTION T AX -E XEMPT
D EBT
Highland is not
involved in the
financing side of our
clients. However, we
do factor in debt
str uctures and the
overall level of debt
into the objectives and
constraints evaluation
and resulting asset
allocation evaluation
process.
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H IGHLAND ’ S
S OLUTION I NVESTMENT
P ROGRAM
G OVERNANCE :
Highland provides
detailed reasoning for
initial asset allocation
recommendations (or
implementation for
discretionary
mandates), any
subsequent changes
and individual manager
hire / fire decisions.
We also participate in
routine discussions
with the management
team to ensure the
portfolio is properly
aligned with the
current operating
profile of our clients as
well as their strategic
goals and objectives.
These practices should
provide any
information our clients
need for the
investment portfolio
segment of the rating
agency discussion. At
the same time, we are
happy to provide any
additional information
necessary to aid in a
ratings report or
review.
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Investment Program Governance
This discussion centered around the trends of delegation (discretion) /
outsourcing of the management of investment programs.
•

As a general rule, Moody’s has a positive view of organizations that
engage an outside investment advisor in some capacity (advisory,
discretion, etc.).
While some organizations have the scale of
operations and investment assets to build their own internal
investment team, this is rare. Most organizations need some level of
outside advice.

•

The type of arrangement – traditional advisory vs. discretion –
should be appropriate for each organization’s unique situation.
Interestingly, there is no broad opinion of the type of organization
that should use advisory vs. discretion. While one might assume that
larger, more sophisticated organizations might have the depth of
staff to be more involved in the investment process, they often have
very complex operations (i.e. – multiple affiliates, captive insurance
programs, complicated debt structure, etc.) that requires time and
focus potentially limiting their ability to play a very active role in the
investment process. Either arrangement may be appropriate in the
eyes of Moody’s as long as the reasoning fits that organization.

•

Moody’s was clear that regardless of the type of outside
arrangement, the management team must be able to explain (1) why
the arrangement (advisory vs. discretion) makes sense for their
organization and (2) the overall investment strategy and how it fits
their organization. They do not expect the management team to go
investment manager by investment manager through the portfolio
explaining each in great detail. However, they do expect for the
management team to be able to speak to:
o The overall asset allocation positioning and philosophy;
o The risk profile of / philosophy for the allocation;
o The basic characteristics of / philosophy in selecting
investment managers (i.e. – aggressive philosophy vs.
managers with a capital preservation bias); and
o How the allocation, risk and investment manager philosophy
complements the overall strategy of the organization.

Importantly, Moody’s expects the management team to be able to speak to
these issues without having to refer questions to the outside advisor. Again,
they do not expect granularity on every underlying investment; rather, they
expect the management team to be able to speak comfortably regarding the
overall philosophy and allocation relative to the strategy of the organization.
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Investment Portfolio Positioning & Strategy
This discussion centered around current thoughts on investment manager concentration, impacts of types of
asset classes on concentration, and alternative investment allocations.
•

As a general rule, Moody’s has a tolerance of 10-12% per individual investment manager positions.
o Cash and fixed income managers are likely to be higher, especially for more conservative
organizations like healthcare, and Moody’s is comfortable with that fact. They are willing to
grant that there is limited diversification achieved by investing in four different core fixed
income managers at 10% each – two managers at 20% likely provide sufficient firm risk
control.
o Traditional equity managers are likely to be lower than that level depending on their individual
strategy (i.e. – highly concentrated managers / narrow mandates might be lower while more
diversified managers with a broader mandate could more comfortably approach 10%).
o Alternative managers should have lower individual positions. More diversified structures such
as fund of funds or multi-manager funds might have higher position weightings while standalone managers or strategies should be lower.

•

Alternative investments have always posed a challenge for Moody’s in their evaluation of their rating
portfolio. The more limited liquidity of alternatives relative to traditional investments and potential
changes in terms (i.e. – gates, suspension of redemptions, etc.) make their liquidity profiling more
difficult. In general, Moody’s comfort level with alternative investments is based on the management
team’s ability to detail:
o Schedule of capital commitments to private strategies;
o The transparency an organization has to the underlying investments; and
o The ability of the management team to explain the strategy and why it is appropriate.

•

Many of our clients began investing in hedge funds through fund of funds vehicles in the late 1990’s
or early 2000’s. As a result, after 10-15 years of experience, some of our clients are exploring the use
of direct positions in hedge funds as well. All else being equal, Moody’s prefers fund of funds vs.
direct investments due to the diversification provided by multi-manager funds. However, as with
many issues related to the investment program, they can get comfortable with a direct program if (1)
the organization has the scale to sufficiently diversify exposure and (2) the management team can
explain the strategy and why it is appropriate.

•

The proliferation of liquid alternative vehicles in the past five years has also complicated Moody’s
evaluation of the risk and liquidity profile of their rating portfolio. Many hedge fund strategies that
had historically been offered only in limited partnerships are now available in traditional SEC
registered mutual funds:
o Hedge fund strategies (i.e. – long / short equity, managed futures, global macro);
o Global tactical asset allocation (i.e. – flexible allocations of cash / fixed income / equity
mandates); and
o Hybrid equity managers (i.e. – equity / convertible bond managers, etc.).
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Moody’s evaluation of what is, or is not, an alternative has traditionally been based on the structure
and liquidity profile of the investment. A long / short equity fund in a limited partnership format
would be an alternative while a long / short equity fund in a mutual fund format has the exposure of
an alternative but the liquidity profile of a traditional investment.
Where does it fit?
As an example of this conflict, we discussed with Moody’s a hypothetical client and how liquid
alternatives could benefit their portfolio and their organization.
CASE STUDY: APPLICATION OF LIQUID ALTERNATIVES
T HE C LIENT : Not-for-profit Healthcare Operating Portfolio
T HE P ROBLEM : The organization has significant capital commitments in their strategic
plan and cannot make any material less liquid investments due to the heavy expected
withdrawals from their investment program to fund the commitments. However, being
limited to only traditional cash, fixed income, and equity allocations (due to liquidity)
leaves the investment portfolio vulnerable to a market decline close to a funding need or
the limited returns available in cash and fixed income investments.
T HE S OLUTION : Liquid alternatives. The organization can help control their downside
risk, while maintaining the required liquidity, by shifting some of the long-only equity
allocation to liquid alternative mutual funds. At the same time, the liquid alternative
funds offer a potential return superior to the expected returns for cash and fixed income
investments – helping to achieve a total portfolio return sufficient to fund the mission.
T HE O UTCOME : Success. The client is able to match their investment program to their
strategic plan, match the portfolio to the return objective and risk tolerance of the
organization, and manage the liquidity profile consistent with their needs.
Following our discussions with Moody’s, they agreed with the benefits some alternative allocations
can provide if properly structured and implemented. They also plan to review their liquidity
worksheet to determine if more or modified categories should be added to reflect the developments
in the liquid alternative markets.
H IGHLAND ’ S S OLUTION I NVESTMENT P ORTFOLIO P OSITIONING & S TRATEGY :
Highland already factors in rough investment manager concentration limits, asset class specific
concentration factors, and the role alternative investments play for our clients. We will continue to
support our clients in any way possible to arm them with the information they need to satisfy any rating
agency questions.
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Conclusion
ABOUT
HIGHLAND:

Highland Associates, Inc.
was founded in 1987 as an
independent institutional
investment advisor
to
assist not-for-profit
institutions in the
d e v e l o p m e n t ,
implementation, and
maintenance of treasury
and investment
management programs.
The firm is headquartered
in Birmingham, AL and,
as of December 31, 2013,
ser ves as investment
consultant
on
approximately $18 billion
in assets.

The information provided herein is
not intended to be, nor shall it be
construed as, investment advice or a
recommendation of any kind. To
the extent that this communication
contains information as to the
historical performance of a particular
i n v e s t m e n t o r s t r a t e g y, n o
representation is being made that an
investor will or is likely to achieve
any results shown or will make any
profit at all or will not suffer losses,
including loss of principal. Past
performance is not indicative of
future results.
The information
provided is furnished as of the date
shown, and no representation is bing
made with respect to its accuracy on
any future date.
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The key takeaways from our discussions include:
1) The appropriateness of a number of factors related to the
investment program depends on the organization and its objectives
and constraints:
a. Governance structure;
b. Asset allocation; and
c. Liquidity profile.
2) Communication is key, including:
a. Management’s ability to communicate philosophy and
strategy during routine reviews; and
b. Management’s willingness to provide notice and reasoning
(prior to a regular rating review) if there is a material change
in the allocation or strategy.
Routine discussions with Moody’s allow Highland to ensure our
recommendations for asset allocation, investment structure, and manager
positions are reasonable in the eyes of Moody’s. While we are charged with
making the best decisions or recommendations possible for our clients
from an investment perspective, we cannot be ignorant to the thoughts of
third-parties, like auditors and the rating agencies, that have a material
impact on our client’s overall organization and mission. This routine
dialogue allows us to reconcile any disconnects between the realities in the
investment markets and what Moody’s expects from our clients in the rating
process.
We have also found that Moody’s has been very open to hearing about new
trends in the investment markets and how they impact their rated portfolio.
This is reflected in their pending review of the liquidity worksheet to
ensure it remains relevant in today’s investment markets. They have
expressed gratitude to Highland for taking the time to visit with them and
they view our efforts to understand Moody’s perspective in relation to our
clients’ investment portfolios as a positive for each individual client in their
rating evaluation.
We plan to continue this routine dialogue with Moody’s and welcome any
questions or issues you may have that we can address in our discussions.
References & Additional Resources:
Highland Associates: Moody’s January 2010: Highland Associates Report on the Investment Program
in the Rating Process
http://www.highlandassoc.com/insight/white-papers/
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